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EKATERINBURG URFU



Welcome to the LBG 

Ekaterinburg UrFU Survival 

Guide, welcome to RUSSIA! 

Please read carefully our guide. 

Do not hesitate to ask us for any

extra information if there is 

something that is not clear to you.

 We wish you a very pleasant stay in 

Ekaterinburg!
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ABOUT RUSSIAN
FEDERATION

The area 
17,075 million sq. km

The population 
147,1 million person

Capital 
Moscow

Electricity
In Russia the power sockets 
are of type C and F. The 
standard voltage is 220 V 
and the standard frequency 
is 50 Hz.
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ABOUT RUSSIAN
FEDERATION

The Russian Federation, commonly 
known as Russia, is the most 
extensive country in the world, 
more than an eighth of the Earth’s 
land area. 
Russia has the world's largest 
mineral and energy resources, has 
the world's largest forest reserves, 
and its lakes contain approximately 
one-quarter of the Earth's fresh 
liquid water. Travel to Russia is a 
unique opportunity to get 
acquainted with Russian history 
and culture. Russia spans eleven 
time zones and two continents and 
is one of the most beautiful 
countries in the world, with an array 
of rivers, forests and towering 
mountains.
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EKATERINBURG 
The year of the foundation: 1723 
Status: administrative center of 
Sverdlovsk region and Urals Ekaterinburg
Area square: 491 km 
Population: 1339,1 thousand people
Roads: important transport junction, 
intersection of latitudinal and meridional 
railway lines, international airport, logistic 
center. 
Allocation: on the border of Europe and 
Asia, on the eastern slope of the Urals 
mountains, at the flood lands of the Iset 
river 

Climate: temperate-continental with sharp changes 
of the weather, all seasons are well defined 
Distance to Moscow: 1667 km 
Time Zone: UTC +5

Ekaterinburg is the 4th (after Moscow, St. Petersburg 
and Novosibirsk) largest city in Russia. Between 
1924 and 1991, the town was known as Sverdlovsk.
Ekaterinburg is the main administrative, cultural, 
scientific and educational center of the Urals. 5



It is the o�cial center of the Ural 
Federal District. The headquarters 
of Volga-Ural military district and 
the Presidium of the Urals branch 
of the Russian Academy of Science 
are located here. Besides, dozens 
of territorial bodies of federal 
power can be found in the city. 
That’s why Ekaterinburg received 
the name “The Capital of the Urals.” 
It’s worth saying that the 
eographical location of 
Ekaterinburg is extremely favorable 
and this fact influenced the 
development of the city. It is 
located in the Urals at the point 
where the mountains are low. 
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This fact favored construction of 
the main transportation ways from 
Central Russia to Siberia through 
Ekaterinburg (Big Siberian Road, 
Trans-Siberian railway). 
As a result, Ekaterinburg became a 
strategically important city 
providing connection between 
European and Asian parts of the 
country.  
Ekaterinburg is located in a zone of 
moderate continental climate with 
harsh weather variability, 
well-defined seasons. The average 
temperature in January is -12,6 
degrees Celsius, in July - +19 
degrees C.
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Interesting facts about 
Ekaterinburg: 

- It was founded by the decree of
the first Russian Emperor Peter I
and the last Russian Emperor
Nicholas II was shot here

- Roofing iron, produced in
Ekaterinburg, at one time covered
the roof of the British parliament

- The frame of the American Statue
of Liberty is made of metal
produced in Ekaterinburg

- During the Second World War,
Sverdlovsk was the center of
broadcasting in the USSR
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Summer on plain warm in mountains 
cool. The majority of the rivers 
originates on slopes of the Urals 
mountains. The basic part of area is 
covered with a taiga. Sverdlovsk 
region is rich in natural medical 
resources, alongside with a climate 
and mineral waters.

URALS, SVERDLOVESK 
REGION

The area 
194,8 thousand sq. km 
The population 
4511,2 thousand 
Capital 
Ekaterinburg 

Sverdlovsk region is located on east slopes of Average 

and in part Northern Urals (The highest point – 

Konzhakovskya stone, 1569m) and on adjoining 

surburb of WestSiberian lowland. Climate moderate- 

continental. Winter cold, snow, long, average 

temperature of January in the south of area from –15° 

C up to –17° C, in the north from –17° C up to –20° C. 
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Motto in English: 
Think. Act. Achieve.

Established: 
1920 

Faculty Members: 
> 4 000

Alumni: 
> 360 000

Number of 
Educational 
Programs: 

~ 400

About 2 000 
international 

students from 80 
countries
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Ural Federal University (UrFU) is 
one of the largest higher 
educational institutions in Russia 
bringing together fundamental 
education and innovative approach 
towards the challenges of modern 
times. 
Our aspiration is to become a 
world-class university in the heart 
of Eurasia committed to the 
complex and sustainable 
development of research and 
teaching. Currently the university is 
home to almost 35 000 students 
from 80 countries of the world and 
more than 4 000 faculty members 
including the top-notch global 
experts in the spheres of natural 
sciences, engineering and social 
sciences.
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LBG EKATERINBURG 
URFU

Email: ekaterinburg_urfu@best.eu.org 
Homepage: besturfu.com 
University: Ural Federal University, 
Ekaterinburg, Russian Federation 
Status: Full Member 
President: Zubritskaya Julia

The local BEST Group Ekaterinburg UrFU was established at BEST’s 
General Assembly in Slovakia, 2003. All LBG Ekaterinburg UrFU 
events are organized in order to provide supplementary education 
for students at European technical universities. 
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GET IN! 
TRANSPORT 

Considering pretty large distances in Russia 
compared to Europe the fastest and the most 
comfortable way to get to Ekaterinburg is by 
plane. Almost all flights are transit via Moscow. 
There are regular direct flights from European 
cities, but it can be more expensive.
Ekaterinburg is also a stop on the 
Trans-Siberian Railway. There are daily trains 
from Moscow or Saint-Petersburg.  13



From Airport “Koltsovo” or from 
Central Railway Station: 

At the airport you should take the 
bus No.1. This is the cheapest way 
to get to the centre. 
Or you can take a taxi, just 
download Uber on your 
smartphone. 
Getting to the Ural State University 
presents no di�culties for 
everybody knows where it is 
(though, unfortunately, not 
everybody speaks English). 
But, we will pick you up! Just let us 
know as soon as possible when you 
arrive!
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WHAT TO BRING 
We live near mountains (the Urals). It`s 
almost hills. But the weather is 
changing very fast. So you can`t really 
tell what the weather will be like even 
tomorrow. 
- warm comfortable shoes and clothes
- swimwear (who knows? At least you
will need it at banya (Russian sauna)
- some fancy clothes for o�cial part
- photo camera
- national traditional food and drinks
from your country for the IE
- student ID
- passport (and visa if required)
- towel and stu� for personal hygiene
- travel insurance
- medical assistance documents and
medications

- headphones
(it is really important for city rally!)
- traditional clothes, recipes and songs
from your country
- your BEST spirit!
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What? Rub Euro 
Subway/bus/tram ticket 28 rub 0,4 e 

Co�ee 120 rub 1,6 e 
Beer 60-140 rub 0,8-2,7 e 

Bottle of mineral water 50 rub 0,8 e 
Cigarettes 60-140 rub 0,8-2,7 e 

Bottle of vodka 170-500 rub 2,5-7,4 e 
Lunch in a cafe 200-750 rub 3-11 e

MONEY
Currency: Ruble. 1 euro equals 76 rubles 
so it is better to bring with you currency in 
Euros or in USA dollars. You can change 
them at any bank.

Some Russian prices
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• All foreign nationals (even if you are Russian, but live not in Russia now
are required to have entry visas to travel to the Russian Federation. Russian
entry visas can be obtained at local Russian Embassy or Consulate, proper
authorization (invitation) from the Passport and Visa Department (UVIR) of the
Ministry of Internal A�airs or specially authorized travel agencies is required.
You should apply for a visa at any Russian Embassy or Consulate worldwide.

• Below there are details, we need to know,
in order to send you invitation:

1. Name and surname;
2. Place and date of birth;
3. Passport number and its date of issue;
4. Planned points of your visit in Russia

So, here is the sequence of operations: 
1. Making up your mind to come to us;
2. Sending us your details;
3. Receiving our invitation;
4. Obtaining visa;
5. Come to Russia
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Main Organızer: 
Elena Zyulina

+7 912 6197105
e.zyulina96@gmail.com

President: 
Julia Zubritskaya
+7 953 3886299

julia.zubrik@gmail.com
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